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Children with medical complexity have extensive needs for health services, experience functional limitations, and are high resource utilizers. Addressing the needs of this population to achieve high-value health care requires optimizing care within the medical home and medical neighborhood. Opportunities exist for health care providers, payers, and policy makers to develop strategies to enhance care delivery and to decrease costs. Important outcomes include decreasing unplanned hospital admissions, decreasing emergency department use, ensuring access to health services, limiting out-of-pocket expenses for families, and improving patient and family experiences, quality of life, and satisfaction with care. This report describes the population of children with medical complexity and provides strategies to optimize medical and health outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

Children with medical complexity (CMC), who may also be known as “complex chronic”1 or “medically complex,”2 have multiple significant chronic health problems that affect multiple organ systems and result in functional limitations, high health care need or utilization, and often the need for or use of medical technology.3-4 An example of a child with medical complexity is one with a genetic syndrome with an associated congenital heart defect, difficulty with swallowing, cerebral palsy, and a urologic condition. This child would typically require the care of a primary care physician; multiple pediatric medical subspecialists or pediatric surgical specialists, home nurses, and rehabilitative and habilitative therapists; community-based services; extensive pharmaceutical therapies; special attention to his or her nutritional needs and growth; and durable medical equipment to maintain health, maximize development, and promote function.3

Children and youth with special health care needs (CYSHCN), who require health and related services for a chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or emotional condition beyond what is typically required for children,5 have long been designated as a priority population of interest.
for health care policy. CMC, a subset of CYSHCN because of their extensive and costly health care use, are increasingly recognized as requiring additional and specific consideration from physicians, payers, and policy makers. Approximately 1% of children, most of whom are CMC, account for up to one-third of overall health care spending for children, and an increasing percentage of pediatric hospitalizations and recurrent hospital admissions. Evidence suggests that CMC have among the highest risk of all children for adverse medical, developmental, psychosocial, and family outcomes.

The Department of Health and Human Services issued the “Strategic Framework on Multiple Chronic Conditions” in 2010, emphasizing health systems change, empowering individuals, equipping clinicians with best practices, and enhancing research. In the adult health care system, selected actions include the formation of new integrated care models, clinical practice guidelines, education and training initiatives, and additional funding mechanisms for patient-centered outcomes research focusing on multiple chronic conditions. Optimal care of CMC should be similarly framed, with the medical home as the foundation of an integrated care system. Most important, acknowledging and incorporating the life experiences of children, youth, and their families into the framework of understanding complexity strengthen its applicability and center the discussion on the child instead of the health care system that serves the child.

In this report, suggestions are provided for physicians, payers, and policy makers to address the growing population of CMC. The overarching goals for optimal health care for CMC are to (1) maximize health, function, development, and family functioning through coordinated patient- and family-centered care (PFCC) and (2) provide proactive, rather than reactive, care so that critical medical and health events are averted to the extent possible. The prospective identification of CMC, proper and timely management of health care delivery, supports for self-management, and appropriate resource allocation are necessary to achieve a coordinated health care system that provides better health care, smarter use of health care dollars, higher family satisfaction, and healthier CMC.

**RECOGNIZING MEDICAL COMPLEXITY**

Medical complexity is conceptually regarded as a combination of multiorgan system involvement from chronic health condition(s), functional limitations, ongoing use of medical technology, and high resource need/use. However, different constructs of complexity may exist at the individual as well as the population level, which makes consistent and reliable recognition of complexity difficult. Clinicians may subjectively identify complexity on the basis of consequences of medical and/or behavioral conditions, social context, or family stressors that influence health, relevant items that may not be available in population-level data sources. Because no consensus yet exists on recognizing complexity on the population level, multiple tools, such as a diagnosis classification scheme and a questionnaire, may be needed to recognize the multiple attributes of complexity. Limiting the construct of complexity to high health care resource use or multiple diagnosed medical conditions that are easily identified through administrative records, without considering associated social or functional issues, may hamper the development of resources and policies needed to address complexity. In addition, such an approach does not embrace PFCC principles of incorporating the preferences, experiences, and psychosocial needs of the family.

CMC have functional limitations, specifically, limitations in their ability to do the things typically developing children of the same age can do in their day-to-day lives. The limitations experienced may be temporary or may result in permanent disability. Functional limitations are best understood by using the framework of the World Health Organization’s *International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF).* According to the ICF framework, when a specific body system or body part’s functioning is affected, the person has an impairment; when the person’s total functioning is affected such that he or she has difficulty or is unable to perform tasks (eg, walking and dressing), the person has an activity limitation; and when the person is unable to fully engage in life events, he or she has a participation restriction. For example, CMC who are unable to attend school because of their health have participation restrictions. The experience of functional limitations (or in ICF language, disability) goes beyond health status and results from the interaction of specific health conditions with environmental and personal contextual factors, such as health service use, aspects of the home and community environments, and access to resources. Understanding the needs of CMC includes the consideration of such contextual factors.

CMC often rely on medical technology and/or ongoing supportive services for their health and well-being. This reliance on supportive care for vital functioning is why CMC, as a group, are sometimes referred to as medically fragile. The term “medically fragile” refers to continual needs for skilled services that support basic life functions necessary for survival. When designating complexity, it is important to recognize that parents...
and extended family members often shoulder much of the responsibility for providing such skilled care because of the round-the-clock health care needs and limited resources from the health care financing system to support in-home services. Examples of technologies include supplemental oxygen, ventilators, dialysis machines, and gastrostomy tubes. A child might also be “technology assisted” if he or she uses augmentative communication or assistive devices (eg, a wheelchair for mobility) that compensate for lost functions that are not essential for survival. “Technology assisted,” as opposed to “technology dependent,” is a more inclusive term and highlights the value of these technologies to help children function optimally in their day-to-day lives. The presence of either medical fragility or technology dependency/assistance alone does not constitute complexity, but both can be important components of complexity.

**PFCC AS THE FOUNDATION OF THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM**

PFCC is a fundamental component of a high-performing, coordinated health care system. Given the intersection of family-identified needs, child functioning, and the framework of medical complexity, PFCC should be the foundation of the health care system for CMC. With PFCC, the family is understood to be the child’s primary strength and support, and families are full and equal partners in shared decision-making. PFCC has the potential to raise patient satisfaction and streamline care. However, operationalizing PFCC in health care is frequently misinterpreted as patient education, patient engagement, or delegating excess responsibility and decision-making to families. The effective delivery of PFCC may require a shift in culture from the traditional physician-patient paradigm, leading to a collaborative partnership with shared decision-making that directly addresses family needs. In fact, such a shift has begun to take place. Ensuring that each person and family are engaged as partners in the care of CMC is 1 of 6 priorities on which the National Quality Strategy is focusing to improve health and health care quality.

Families of CMC describe the need for effective and timely medical care, assistance with care coordination among multiple providers to improve communication between providers, decreasing duplicative services and the need for unnecessary travel and appointments, the support of multiple community-based therapists, improved access to specialized community services, and assistance with significant financial and psychological burdens. Families know how complex their circumstances are, as articulated in the care map drawn by the mother of a child with medical complexity in Fig 1. Families also report feeling abandoned by providers with the expectation that they must navigate the health care delivery system by themselves, which many families perceive to be unrealistic.

Caregivers of CMC report a median of 2 hours per week providing care coordination and >11 hours a week providing direct home care. Families report having to simultaneously manage the technical aspects of care, the additional parenting responsibilities, and the challenges of navigating the maze of health care services, all while having to juggle competing family needs.

The numerous and complex medical care services that CMC require lead to the highest unmet family-reported needs of all children, with nearly 50% of families reporting at least 1 unmet need. Commonly reported unmet needs include limited access to medical subspecialty, dental, and mental health care providers and a lack of help navigating the care system. More than half of families of CMC report having to stop working for pay, and 57% report having financial problems. In addition, 39.4% report being very dissatisfied with medical services. For CYSHCN in general, physicians already routinely underestimate the family needs for community referrals, access to care, psychological services, respite, and interpersonal communication; the situation is likely much worse for CMC.

**THE MEDICAL HOME CONCEPT AS THE FOUNDATION FOR CARE OF CMC**

The medical home, whose foundation lies in community-based care for CYSHCN, serves as the standard of care for all children, including CMC. In 2002, the American Academy of Pediatrics reiterated that the medical home ensures that care is accessible, family centered, continuous, comprehensive, coordinated, compassionate, and culturally effective. In 2007, multiple medical societies affirmed the principles of the patient-centered medical home (PCMH). The PCMH Joint Principles state that the PCMH is “an approach to providing comprehensive primary care for children, youth and adults” and emphasize the importance of quality, safety, and appropriate payments at the practice level. The PCMH has become a cornerstone for health care payment reforms within the Affordable Care Act by establishing financial incentives for expanded primary care–based services. Effective care for CMC requires a comprehensive level of care that is seamless, accessible, and integrated for the child and family, with the medical home as the foundation. A comprehensive approach to care within a medical home may benefit...
CMC who have more severe needs compared with those who have less severe needs but also may be harder to achieve. The medical home also is only 1 key component of care within a larger system of care for CMC. Extensive health care needs of CMC have led to calls for a “medical neighborhood” (or “health neighborhood”) with service integration, through cooperative agreements, among health care providers. The medical neighborhood is built on the “collaborative care agreement,” which is a comanagement agreement that delineates roles and expectations for a child’s health care across disciplines. The medical neighborhood conceptually links the primary care setting with community-based services and medical subspecialists in tertiary care settings and emphasizes appropriate transfer of information and accountability. This arrangement between providers may be especially important as CMC transition home after an inpatient stay for surgery or illness. Some institutions have specialized transition services dedicated to this process.

Despite the surge of emphasis on the primary care–based medical home as part of health care reform, recent study found that two-thirds of CMC with Medicaid insurance did not see their primary care physician in the previous 12 months. Primary care physicians have expressed limited desire to take on more children with special needs because of the time investment and limited capacity, and in a recent study, just under half of pediatricians surveyed across the United States reported that the subspecialty setting may be best equipped to provide a medical home to CMC. Barriers to community-based primary care medical homes include a lack of care coordination skills, training, payment, time, adequate staffing, and system navigation. The primary care physician may need a higher level of medical expertise and staffing.
support that is not readily available in many practice settings.

Primary care practices that serve as the medical home for CMC will often require practice transformation in staffing and clinical training, in addition to supportive changes at the system and payer level. Effective practice transformation requires the formation of practice-based quality-improvement teams, team-based care delivery that provides care coordination, and delivery of family-centered care with parents as improvement partners, all of which require substantial time and financial investment.60, 61 Existing research on comprehensive care in the primary care setting has generally focused on a limited number of medical conditions instead of the multiple chronic conditions found in CMC,62 although the multiple studies of specific conditions do provide some guidance to the model of team-based care.

Ideally, the medical home concept would incorporate, in the medical neighborhood style, the extensive tertiary care services that CMC require, because CMC receive far more care in the tertiary care setting than in the primary care setting.56 Tertiary care delivery settings range from individual specialty services, a service dedicated to a unifying condition such as cystic fibrosis, to “complex care” clinics dedicated to CMC that provide care coordinators, specific expertise to medically manage complex care, and team-based interdisciplinary services.63 Compared with the traditional primary care setting, hospital-based complex care clinics may be better positioned to provide the care coordination and medical expertise that CMC require and, in some cases, may be the best option to be the medical home.64, 65 Some complex care clinics may not assume the responsibility of primary care, but rather coordinate and collocate the most essential specialty services related to the underlying conditions while comanaging with primary care. Three before-and-after studies of such services, 2 of which are comanagement consultative services and the third providing primary care, suggest overall financial savings through decreased emergency department and inpatient utilization,66–68 while acknowledging that payment models are insufficient to cover the costs of the services provided.66 A randomized controlled trial of “enhanced” primary care, with collocation of specialty and comprehensive services, found significant reductions in serious illnesses, emergency department and inpatient admissions, and Medicaid payments.69 Although these models are promising, they are limited to the enrolled population, and some families do not live close enough to the tertiary children’s hospital setting to take full advantage of available services. In such situations, many families also express a preference to have their care closer to home.70 This preference underscores the important role of the community-based physician as part of an integrated care model for CMC.

BUILDING THE IDEAL MODEL OF CARE DELIVERY FOR CMC

The ideal family-centered model of care for CMC builds on the foundation of the medical home concept. The medical home, in turn, fosters family-provider-community partnerships that support an integrated, community-based system of care.71 The model of care should, first and foremost, identify and address the needs of the child and the family (including respite care, family support groups, educational support, and advocacy for resources) while simultaneously taking into account their strengths and assets. The provider should actively engage in shared decision-making with patients and families to define goals, solve problems, and plan care.72 Families of CMC desire that the various parts of the health care system (primary and subspecialty care, dental care, emergency care, home-nursing services, and multiple supportive components such as physical therapy, community mental health, and school-based services) work as an integrated whole. The system of care for CMC would include components of the National Consensus Framework for Systems of Care for CYSHCN, published by the Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs. In this framework, the components of a unified system of care include the following: (1) family-professional partnerships, (2) medical home, (3) insurance and financing, (4) early and continuous screening and referral, (5) easy-to-use services and supports, (6) transition to adulthood, and (7) cultural competence.73

Individual primary care practices should be supported, when desired, as the foundation of longitudinal, comprehensive care for CMC. Families are best supported when providers have high continuity and a thorough knowledge of the child and family, including their attitudes, beliefs, and values related to health and health care.74 These care components are inherent to good primary care75, 76 and may be best delivered from the communities where CMC reside. Adequate financial support, dedicated resources (eg, community health workers, interpreter services), staff training, and delineation of care roles within the broader integrated care system with seamless communication between providers are required to support primary care practices in this role of medical home provider. Key care aspects include a designated staff person who acts as a care coordinator who is the identified contact for CMC and their families, as well as a personal physician who is able to perform the medical functions of the medical
The medical home is an ideal setting from which to address the educational needs of CMC who are at high risk of missed school days because of illness. Families often need the assistance of the medical home while they navigate the Individualized Education Program or 504 plans at school. The medical home should provide medical information that will help the school develop programming, including physical, occupational, and speech therapy, to meet the child’s needs in the least restrictive environment.

Most CMC can attend school successfully with appropriate supports, but in circumstances in which the child is unable to attend school, the medical home should be highly engaged to ensure non–school-based instruction and a return to school when medically appropriate.

Pediatric medical subspecialty care is vital to the care of CMC, and many pediatric medical subspecialists are located in tertiary care centers. Regardless of where CMC receive their care, all care should be coordinated through a single provider who acts as the designated care-coordinating entity. As described previously, care coordination may be through the primary care physician, although in certain situations, a complex care service located within the hospital setting may manage or comanage the child with medical complexity and act as the designated medical home. Such an agreement may be fluid, depending on immediate need. When feasible, dedicated support, education, and communication from the pediatric medical subspecialist and tertiary care center to the community-based provider can reduce the number of visits necessary to the tertiary care center, increase adherence to the care plan, raise satisfaction for families, and decrease costs through reduced tertiary care center utilization.

Regardless of the setting, CMC should have periodic scheduled contact with the medical home as part of the care plan to prospectively address growth and nutrition, health maintenance and preventive care (including dental care), developmental and psychosocial needs, family functioning, medical management of underlying chronic conditions, long-term planning and palliative care (if appropriate), and early and timely intervention in the case of an adverse event. For children who receive home health services, the health maintenance visit is one of the best times to review the accuracy of home health orders, which must be signed at regular intervals.

The ideal medical home setting will have a registry of CMC to help the care team proactively identify CMC as well as support care coordination activities and functions for CMC care. Considerations for empanelment in a registry should include a combination of diagnoses and an assessment of functional needs and supports, family-identified needs, and risk factors putting the child/youth at risk of poor outcomes. Leeway should be provided for designation in the registry, given a lack of standardized methods to identify environmental and psychosocial determinants of complexity.

Families should have continuous access to connect by phone, via telehealth, or through secure online access to a knowledgeable provider to discuss health care needs of the child or be seen when an urgent situation arises. A key primary contact may be a care coordinator, in addition to the medical home provider, who is familiar with the child and family as well as the medical history and care needs. The key care team members are ideally available at all times on all days for consultations in case of emergencies and able to bridge communication between the primary care practice, specialty practice, and the emergency providers. In addition, the practice should be able to address the needs of and effectively communicate with families from diverse backgrounds.

Care is negatively affected when language barriers exist; therefore, as the population becomes more diverse, extra efforts should be made to enhance communication with appropriate interpreter services.

Care templates and care plans (available in the report “Achieving a Shared Plan of Care With Children and Youth With Special Health Care Needs: An Implementation Guide” from the Lucile Packard Foundation at http://www.lpch.org/sites/default/files/field/publications/achieving_a_shared_plan_of_careImplementation.pdf and the National Center for Medical Home Implementation site at https://medicalhomeinfo.aap.org/tools-resources/Pages/For-Practices.aspx) are important adjuncts for effective comanagement. The care plan should be jointly developed and maintained and implemented by the family and the provider responsible for overall coordination of care. The care plan may consist of a summary of medical needs, care providers, and goals outlined with families. A section of the care plan should address emergency care needs. Care plans can also provide all parties, but particularly parents and caregivers, with a level partner relationship.

Electronic care plans integrated into
an electronic health record have the potential to facilitate sharing between providers and families, particularly when coupled with patient/family portals. The care plan should be available in real-time and across care settings electronically as an up-to-date document.

The 2001 Institute of Medicine report “Crossing the Quality Chasm” emphasizes the ongoing challenge of achieving the full potential of health care delivery and the systemic and organizational barriers that can impede consistent delivery of effective health care.27 Accordingly, providers and practices caring for CMC should participate in quality-improvement initiatives to improve the consistency and quality of care that is provided to CMC. Quality measures for CMC can be obtained from a combination of chart review, patient surveys, and practice surveys and may include domains from primary care, PFCC, chronic care, care coordination, and health care transition.93 Process measures specific to a care team may include the quality of care transitions between providers, reason for referral, the ongoing relationship between the referring primary care provider and pediatric medical subspecialist, and action steps incorporated into a collaborative care plan. Considerations for outcome measures include unplanned hospitalizations, readmissions, emergency department visits, and total costs of care. Other important outcomes include perceived ease of use of health care services, family experience of care, reduction in duplicate/unnecessary testing/laboratory tests, minimization of work loss for caregivers, and child functional status and quality of life. Some measures may rely on the achievement of specific health goals, such as improving respiratory function, optimizing nutrition, or maximizing community participation through the use of adaptive technologies and equipment.

CMC are at particular risk of adverse outcomes during the transition from pediatric to adult health care.94 Transition planning based on the unique needs of the individual child with medical complexity should be addressed beginning by the early adolescent years so that the process is seamless and the youth does not experience a gap in health care.95 Areas of importance include self-management, to the extent possible; optimal health and functioning; and tools necessary to navigate the health care system. A handoff between pediatric and adult providers should be arranged at the appropriate time.95 The high prevalence of neurodevelopmental disabilities, coupled with the myriad service needs, may restrict the opportunity for independent living and raise guardianship and service issues that should be addressed proactively. A transdisciplinary model approach may be needed to fully facilitate the transition process, which often takes longer for CMC than for children without medical complexity.96 Pediatric residency training that focuses on caring for CMC may be helpful to prepare for the additional tasks required as the medical home provider for CMC.97,98 Residency and postgraduate training should focus on medical care issues that are common to many CMC, including growth, nutrition and feeding, respiratory health, technology management, home health order approvals, atypical development and disability, and psychosocial assessments.98 Not only should training focus on the attributes of care that are condition specific, but it also should emphasize the whole-child approach with attention to how conditions interact with environmental and personal modifiers, as framed by the ICF and the medical home neighborhood.

New and innovative systems of payment for CMC, if properly designed, may represent an important opportunity to support the ideal model of care, improve health, and address costs for this population and, because of their outsized effect on health care costs, for the pediatric population in general. Opportunities for health care system savings may be enhanced through reducing potentially preventable, costly emergency/hospital-based care.56 Payment reform challenges also stem from the high level of services and payments that are incurred. Hospitals may see a loss in revenue if CMC use fewer inpatient services, even while health systems see savings. However, current payment models for CMC under a fee-for-service system for many outpatient-based physicians generally have not covered the cost of providing care, especially when care involves active care coordination and other nonbillable services.66 Psychosocial assessment and management, care plan development, communication between providers, reconciliation of home health care plans and nursing/durable equipment orders, transition between settings, and 24/7 access by specific, knowledgeable providers are key labor-intensive activities that are crucial to effective health care management of CMC. These services require appropriate compensation under any payment model.

Appropriate compensation for delivered services may entail raising fee-for-service payments, compensation for non–face-to-face activities, and upfront payments for care management by clinical and nonclinical staff. Current Procedural Technology codes have set up the infrastructure for billing for a variety of non–face-to-face services. In recent years, this area has seen an expansion of codes and services covered under those codes. Refer to...
coding resources from the American Academy of Pediatrics’ “Coding for Medical Home Visits” and “Coding for Telehealth Services” for more details on what codes can be reported and associated values.

State Medicaid agencies are important providers of insurance coverage for many CMC. Payment initiatives, such as Health Homes from the Affordable Care Act,99 and the rise of accountable care organizations offer the opportunity to design new care systems to meet the needs of CMC, potentially in collaboration with Medicaid agencies. CMC may be considered separately in payment models from children without medical complexity because of differing utilization patterns, such as significantly higher specialty care and mental health, and inpatient care needs.56,106 In some cases, CMC may remain in traditional fee-for-service programs; in other cases, they are considered for managed-care models that may include bundled payments or fully capitated plans with assumption of risk. This movement has occurred because of outsized costs of care for CMC and the perceived difficulty for primary care physicians to be responsible for overall care. The assumption is that making an organization responsible for the totality of care for a given population will result in appropriate spending, reduced overall costs, and improved quality.101,102 A national demonstration project across multiple children’s hospitals is testing care planning and coordination interventions while developing a population-based payment model to support the interventions.103 Proposed national legislation would create a national care model and accompanying payment reforms for CMC that would be centered in tertiary care children’s hospitals.104 On the state level, Texas is rolling out the STAR Kids program, a Medicaid managed-care program that enrols children with disabilities identified by Supplemental Security Income, with individual service assessments, plans, and accompanying benefits.105 Challenges include the accurate identification of CMC, risk stratification, and setting appropriate payment rates that may underestimate actual need on the basis of previous outpatient claims. The longitudinal cost trajectory of CMC or the rate of return on investment remains poorly defined, along with approaches of care management that may result in improved health and cost savings for CMC as a whole or for specific subgroups of CMC.56,106

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To support the movement for additional health care reform and service delivery enhancements specifically for CMC, the following recommendations are offered.

Pediatricians and Other Pediatric Health Care Providers

- Pediatricians are encouraged to be familiar with the concepts of the medical home, particularly as they apply to CMC, including practice-based patient registries, interdisciplinary team-based care, care planning, care coordination, and care templates, and to have a familiarity with common clinical challenges such as nutrition and respiratory and technology needs.

- Pediatricians may strive to ensure that CMC have a medical home that provides team-based comprehensive care. Ideally, there would be a clearly identified provider who will be the “go to” person for comprehensive care needs who, unless otherwise stated, should be the primary care physician, as per the family’s expectation.

- Pediatricians can consider assessing their practice’s willingness and capability to support care for CMC.

- Pediatricians may consider prospectively identifying CMC and including them in a practice registry for comprehensive management of health care needs. Pediatricians may use a combination of methods, such as review of billing data, resource use, family survey, or chart review. Identifying criteria may consider administrative data, survey data, and/or clinical assessments.19

- Pediatricians who deliver primary care in the community setting may consider augmenting their care through comanagement with providers within the tertiary care setting who may provide additional medical home/neighborhood supports. It is advised to explicitly define the locus of management and specific care roles.55

- Pediatricians should document and bill appropriately for complexity management and both face-to-face and non–face-to-face time for medical management and care-coordination services.

- Pediatricians are encouraged to recognize, identify, advocate for, and partner with community-based services, such as schools, therapists, and home health and family-support services, with appropriate referrals. Communication tools available may include a written or electronic care plan and the use of a dedicated care coordinator who serves as the point of contact for home nursing, school feeding, or other supportive services.

- When possible, pediatricians across the care setting, including hospitalists and pediatric medical subspecialists, can use appropriate tools to facilitate care planning, real-time communication with families and all providers, and transitions between hospital and home, community resources, and
Payer

- Payers should provide adequate incentives for community-based providers to accept and manage CMC. Such methods may be tied to emerging quality metrics and financial incentives specific to CMC who are identified in panels of primary care providers.
- Payers should recognize the value of non-face-to-face encounters and care management that are crucial to health outcomes for CMC. For CMC in particular, payers should pay at appropriate levels for care coordination, including telephone management, telehealth, home-health and equipment documentation, population registry formation, and comanagement of CMC. In some cases, payers may consider providing the care coordination for CMC that works in partnership with the community-based medical home.
- Payers need to recognize current care management codes for CMC to allow all CMC to receive care that can be paid to all primary care physicians, without the potentially financially burdensome technology requirements.
- Payers should account for the presence and management of CMC under different payment models. Under fee-for-service models, non-face-to-face encounters should be adequately reimbursed; under a capitated plan, appropriate care management fees should be provided with appropriate risk-adjustment strategies that account for varying levels of severity and need. Care should be taken to avoid narrow provider networks that may discriminate against patients with complex care needs.107
- Given the current levels of evidence, population-based payment models that support integrated care systems for CMC, incorporating a range of community-based, primary care, and hospital services, should be developed and implemented in partnership with provider and community stakeholders that continually monitor and evaluate payment levels and outcomes.

Policy

- CMC should be recognized as a distinct population of interest for policy, research, and payment reform agendas. Policy strategies applied to adults with complex conditions may not adequately service CMC who need specific attention to their unique needs.
- Residency, postgraduate, and continuing education may consider standardized learning modules and curricula specific to the management of CMC, including nutrition, development and function, care coordination, technology management, telehealth, coordinated handoffs, and PFCC. Similar considerations can be made for interprofessional training (eg, nursing, social work, community health worker, behavioral health professionals) that is essential for care coordination and integration.
- Quality measures relevant and specific to CMC should be developed and applied across systems. Such measures should be specific to children. Quality metrics should consider child functioning, utilization (preventable emergency department and hospital encounters), and patient- and family-centered metrics (growth, parent stress, employment).
- National and state policies should require adequate health insurance and payment for medically necessary services for CMC while minimizing out-of-pocket costs, which are often barriers to needed care.
- Research agendas should drive a consensus definition of which children constitute the cohort of CMC and then address the accurate identification of CMC for population management, development and assessment of evidence-based models of care, the impact value of PFCC, the impact on health status of CMC, and the financial effect of the previous factors. Metrics should focus on health care quality, psychosocial needs, and investments in outpatient care delivery to assess the value of care delivery provided, managed, or coordinated in the medical home that may mitigate potentially preventable inpatient and emergency department use for nonurgent care.
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